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 Innovation is viewed as the application of better solutions that 
meet new requirements (the concept  of Produce better and 

more with less ). 

 My own Experience: AMA Spa, components manufacturing 
group of companies, +1000 employees, family owned business 
since 50 years. 

 In a Small & Medium Enterprise the innovation is complicated 
for at least 4 reasons: 
 Limitated view of the market (High risk of failure) 

 Usually driven by an entrepreneur (too much intuition but very few 
rationality) 

 Limitated budget for R&D (usually less than 3% of sales) 

 Limitated udget for Marketing ( usually less than 1% of sales) 
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 In my company, I have focused all our innovation in niche 
products: no SME will ever have the power to invest in big 
innovation 

 In the last 2 years we have invested in a farming decision support 
system based on observing & measuring data from the field  

 The system (artificial intelligence based on agronomic algorithms) 
suggest to the farmers a decision on irrigation &  spraying. 

 At the beginning I started with an existing product of my company 
and I tried to modify it. 

 After few months I realized that this challenge for my company 
was too much ( we do ’t have all the competences).  

 I find out some external partner for this project outside our 
business (in the car insurance business) 
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 Italian Market: 
 Number of farm holdings is being reduced ( from 3,2 mil in 1982 to 

1,6 in 2010) 

 Farm under sizing (in average 7,9ha) => Low Agricultural Income 

 We see farmers do ’t have the necessary capital to invest in new 
technologies 

 In Europe, with a renewal rate of 1,7% on a yearly basis (Italy 0,9%), 
vehicle fleets suffer from a technological delay  

 This is due also to increased of costs of mechanization driven 
mainly by the Europea  Legislatio  and not by real efficient 
i ovatio . 

 SME: 
 Difficulties by manufacturers in dealing with communitarian 

regulation 

 The possible help for innovation from the national governments or 
EEC ( for example Horizon 2020) is too complicated ! 
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 A CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) post 2020 that 
promote agricultural aggregation & far er’s 
partnership for joint investments 

 A tailored Communitarian legislation on 
Agricultural Machinery not extended from 
automotive sector 

 A CAP facilitating investments in precision 
farming technologies with proven societal & 
environmental benefits 

 A National impact of CAP more harmonized    

 

 


